In the Autumn term 1 and 2, Upper 4 will be working on the following topics and themes
for sessions.

English

Topic for the two terms is ‘Animals’ we will be looking at
‘My family and animals by Gerald Durrell. Pupils will look
at in Reading – Using phonetic cues to read unknown
words. To identify words with the same suffix/prefix. To
sort verbs into past and present.
Writing –Using capital letters at the beginning of
sentences and full stops at the end consistently. To add
‘ed’ and ‘ing’
To verbs for past and present tense.
Speaking and listening –To use appropriate pauses to add
meaning. To use facial expression to add meaning.

Topic for this term is Shape. pupils will look at finding 2D
and 3D shapes in everyday objects. To find 2D and 3D
shapes in the environment. To identify the number of
sides/edges, vertices and faces on common 3D shapes.
Number – Pupils will be looking at addition working out
1,2,3 digit sums with no regrouping/regrouping (including
Calculator skills). Pupils will also be looking at
multiplication 2x,3x, 4x, 5x,10x tables.

Maths

Topic for this term is Topic for this term is
Measurement - Pupils will Look at basic measurement
using rulers (CM/MM) and metre sticks to measure
various distances and objects. Pupils will also estimate
before measuring.
Number – Pupils will be looking at subtraction working out
1,2,3 digit sums with no regrouping/regrouping (including
Calculator skills). Pupils will also be looking at
multiplication 2x,3x, 4x, 5x,10x tables.
Topic for this term is Data handling –Pupils will use
‘Microsoft word’ to create a grid and using a search
engine of their choice select images for their data
collection and insert into grid. Pupils will gather
information and convert using ‘Microsoft word-chart’ into
a bar chart, pie chart, line graph and scatter graph.

Computing

PSD

In PSD this year’s OCR unit is ‘Engaging in a creative art
project’. We will work in pairs or as a whole group to
learn about different artists and produce some work to
create an art exhibition. Alongside this pupils will focus
on personal skills such as health and hygiene, safety
within the community and relationships.

In Independent life skills this term pupils will focus on
cleaning identifying which rooms need to be cleaned and
the products they will use.

In Community this term pupils will take part in
researching community facilities and identifying what
difference they could make within school/local
community.

